Fall into Savings with our Bagels and Botox
Event!
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With the holidays
coming we all want to
look our best for
those famous family
photos! On Saturday
November 12th
between 9 a.m. and
2 p.m. McCracken
Eye and Face
Institute is hosting our
popular Botox event.
Botox will be offered
at a discount greater than 15% along with bagels and
beverages. Patients who attend are also offered an
additional 10% discount on all SkinMedica products when
purchased on this day only. Space is limited so call the office
for details and to book your appointment now!

You didn't choose to lose it.

Choose to get it back.
McCracken Eye & Face Institute is excited to announce our newest
offering, NeoGraft®. NeoGraft® introduces the "state-of-the-art"
solution for hair loss. This game-changing technology automates
the Follicular Unit Extraction (FUE) method to give patients more
natural looking results with minimal downtime, no linear scaring
and no stitches.
The facts are that approximately 50 million men and approximately
30 million women suffer from male/female pattern baldness or
thinning hair. Many potential patients shy-away from (or are not
candidates for) the traditional "strip method" of hair replacement
because of the slow recovery time, the loss of feeling at the incision
site, the tiny linear scar on the back of the head, or the amount of
post-operative pain involved. Hair Restoration should be
unnoticeable to all but those you tell.

Are you a NeoGraft® candidate? Men and women
who are suffering from hair loss and are looking for a minimally invasive
solution that offers more natural looking results.
•
•
•

Patients who would like the option of wearing a very short
haircut in the back or sides of their scalp.
Patients who want the least amount of activity restriction (e.g.
athletes) after their hair transplant procedure.
Patients who need "scar camouflage" to hide prior linear
harvests or scars.

Ultimately, the best way to determine whether you are a candidate for
NeoGraft® is a one-on-one consultation with Dr. McCracken, a certified
NeoGraft® doctor.

Call our office to schedule your consultation

Patient of the Month

Above: 57-year-old female before and after bilateral upper lid
blepharoplasty.

"My procedure went pretty much how I expected it. It was
not too uncomfortable, felt a little pinching here and
there. Of course, there is a lot of bruising, but after about
3 days that starts to fade. In only a few days I could wear
makeup and no one could tell I had anything done. 2
& 1/2 months later I think the results are great, and I'm
still improving! Thank you Dr. McCracken!"

